TSE JOB MARKET BY YEAR

2023

Hippolyte Boucher: Airbus, Marseille

Tim Ederer: Tepper Business School, Carnegie Mellon University (Economics), preceded by a one-year Post-Doc at the Becker-Friedmann Institute, University of Chicago

Luise Eisfeld: HEC Lausanne (Finance)

Hiyu Hou: Renmin University, Beijing

Dakang Huang: Southwestern University of Finance and Economics (SWUFFE), Chengdu, China

Antoine Jacquet: Post Doc at Science-Po, Paris, France (2 years)

Max Lesellier: Université de Montréal

Yaxin Li: Renmin University, Beijing

Gosia Majewska: ESSEC Business School, Paris (Economics)

José Munoz: Analysis Group, Brussels

Peter Neis: Post Doc at CERDI, Clermont Ferrand University (2 years)

Tuuli Vanhapelto: Adam Smith Business School, Glasgow (Economics)

Philipp Wangner: Mannheim University, preceded by a one-year Post-Doc at Columbia University

Li Yu: Liaoning University, Shenyang, China

Ling Zhou: Shanghai University of Finance and Economics (after a two-years Post-Doc)

2022

Baha Alae – Oxford University, Sociology Dep. (Post Doc, 3 years)

Carrillo Paloma – International Labor Organization

Ferreira Alipio – 1 year postdoc at JPAL-LAC (Rio de Janeiro) and then Southern Methodist University (AP)
Gaillard Alexandre - 1 year post-doc at Princeton and then Brown University (AP)

Lucke Friedrich - Joint Research Center (JRC), European Commission, Brussels

Mrowiec Filip - Cornerstone (New York)

Ruiz Celia - Compass Lexecon

Shreeti Vatsala - Bank of International Settlements

Stipanicic Fernando - 1 year postdoc at Berkeley and then University of Oslo (AP)

Yan Jun - Xiamen University (AP)

Zhang Yifei - Peiking U. HSBC Bussines School (AP)

2021

Bonneton Nicolas - University of Manheim Assistant Professor

Bregolin Jacopo - University of Liverpool Assistant Professor

Brunel Christophe - KU Leuven Assistant Professor

De Souza Bueno Matheus - OECD

Duran-Franch Joana - Postdoc at Columbia 1 year

Enrich Moya Jacint - Postdoc at Pompeu Fabra - 3 years

Gaillac Christophe - Postdoc Nuffield College – 3 years

Khainar Kunal - Bank of England

Lefez Willy - Postdoc Berlin School of Economics - 4 years

Pébereau Charles - Post doc at Stanford – 3 years

Pollinger Stefan - Sciences Po Paris Assistant Professor

Remmy Kevin - Postdoc at University of Mannheim - 5 years

Yang Yang - Nanjing University Assistant Professor

Zerecero Miguel - UC Irvine Assistant Professor

Zhou Ling - Postdoc University of Padova – 2 years

2020

Miren Azkarate-Askasua - U. Mannheim (Assistant Prof) preceded by 1 year post doc at EUI

Filippo D'Arcangelo - OECD

Hugues Dastarac - Banque de France

Alberto Grillo - 3 year post doc at Aix-Marseille School of Economics
Elia Lapenta – CREST (Assistant Prof)

Emil Palikot – 2-3 year post doc Stanford

Christopher Sandmann – LSE (Assistant Prof) preceded by 1 year post doc Princeton

Roberto Sarkisian – University of Rome Tor Vergata (Assistant Prof)

Peter Wikman – Post doctorate at Toulouse School of Economics

Yuting Yang – University of New Mexico (Assistant Prof)

Jiakun Zheng – Renmin University (Assistant Prof)

Vesella Daskalova – (Post Doc IAST) - UC Dublin (Assistant Prof)

### 2019

**Konrad Adler** – Postdoctoral position with the finance group at Bonn University

**Aleksandra Fridman** – Economist program at the International Monetary Fund

**Jakob Hennig** – Visiting professor Position at the UC3M

**Jasmin Fliegner** – Assistant professor in Economics, University of Manchester

**Dimple Kukreja** – Research Officer, Reserve Bank of India

**Xavier Lambin** – Assistant professor, Grenoble School of Management

**Giulia Pavan** – Compass Lexecon (Madrid office)

**Eva Raiber** – Assistant professor, Aix-Marseille School of Economics

**Lei Xu** – Economist, Bank of Canada

### 2018

**Yaohui DONG** – Assistant Professor, School of Economics and Management, Harbin Institute of Technology, Shenzhen

**Simon FUCHS** – Research Economist, Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta

**Vitalijs JASCiSENS** – Assistant professor, National Research University Higher School of Economics (Department of Economics and International College of Economics and Finance)

**Lan LAN** – Assistant Professor, University of Oslo (Economics Department)

**Tsz Kin LEUNG** – Postdoctoral Researcher, University of Cambridge (INET Institute)

**Ying LIANG** – Lecturer, Monash University (Monash Business School)

**George LUKYANOV** – Assistant Professor, École Polytechnique

**Lucas MAHIEUX** – Assistant Professor, Tilburg University
Serge NYAWA – Assistant Professor, Toulouse Business School (Department of Information, Operations and Management Sciences)

Anastasia PARAKHONYAK – Assistant Professor in Economics and Finance, Durham University (Business School)

Oleg POLIVIN – Junior Data Scientist, Altran

Arnaud PHILIPPE – Lecturer in economics, Department of economics (School of Economics, Finance and Management), Bristol University

Jules TINANG – Assistant Professor, University of Groningen

Ying Lei Toh – Payments Economist, Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City

Shuguang ZHU – Assistant Professor, Shanghai University of Finance and Economics (School of Economics)

Tannous KASS-HANNA – Economist, International Monetary Fund

Pablo GARCIA – Economist, Banque Centrale du Luxembourg

Andrés SALAMANCA – Postdoctoral position, University of Southern Denmark (Department of Business and Economics)

Shuichi TSUGAWA – Assistant Professor Department of Engineering, Kyushu University, Japan

2017

ABIDI Nordine: Economist, European Central Bank

ALIK Arthur: Staff economist, Worldbank, office of chief economist Africa region

BABII Andrii: Assistant professor, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

DE SOYRES Constance: Economist, International Monetary Fund

DE SOYRES Francois: Economist, World Bank

DONG MiaoMiao: Assistant professor, Bocconi University (Decision Science Department)

HAN Xintong: Assistant professor, Concordia University

LIEGEY Maxime: Assistant professor, Pontificia Universidad Javeriana (Bogota)

NGUENANG Christian: Consultant, Bewell Consulting-Harwell Management

ROSE Christiern Daniel: Lecturer, University of Queensland

SELMANE Nassima: Assistant Professor, University of Groningen

SHEKHAR Tomar: Research Officer, Reserve bank of India

TUNCEL Tuba: Assistant Professor, HEC Montreal

VEIGA André: Assistant professor, Imperial College Business School in London
WANG Chunan: Assistant Professor of Economics, Beihang University (Beijing)

YU Suxiu: Assistant Professor, Renmin University of China, Hanqiang Advanced Institute of Economics and Finance

2016

Ananya Sen: Postdoctoral Fellow, MIT (Sloan)

Alban Moura: Economist, Banque centrale du Luxembourg, Research Department

César Mantilla: Assistant Professor, Universidad del Rosario

Dong-Hee Joe: Associate Research Fellow, Korea Energy Economics Institute

Fanny Camara: Assistant Professor, University of Southern California

Gang Wang: Assistant Professor, Shanghai University of Finance and Economics

GUILLEM ROIG: Assistant Professor, Universidad del Rosario

Kun Li: Lecturer, Australia National University, Research School of Finance, Actuarial Studies & Statistics

Maddalena Ferrana: Postdoctoral research associate in Values and Public Policy, Woodrow Wilson School and University Center for Human Values, Princeton University

Markus Gebauer: Assistant Professor, Higher School of Economics/ICEF

Rodrigo Montes: Senior Economist, Compass Lexecon

Johanna Schauer: Economist, IMF

Yves Le Yaouanc: Assistant Professor, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität

Timothy Yeung: Postdoctoral position of PSL Research University, hosted by University of Paris-Dauphine

2015

Luc Bridet: Lecturer, University of St Andrews

Ho Cheung Cheng: Assistant Professor, National Central University, Taiwan

Jorge Florez: Assistant Professor, Universidad del Rosario

Mattia Girotti: Banque de France

Sinem Hidir: Assistant Professor, University of Warwick

Laura Lasio: Assistant Professor, McGill University

Margaret Leighton: Lecturer, University of St Andrews

Julien Sauvagnat: Assistant Professor, Università Boconi
Yonglei Wang  Assistant Professor, Huazhong University of Science & Technology

Qizhou (Leo) Xiong  Postdoctoral researcher, University of Magdeburg and Halle Institute for Economic Research (IWH)

2014

Miguel Angel Alcobendas: Research economist, Yahoo!
Charles Angelucci: Assistant Professor, Columbia University
Samuele Centorrino: Assistant professor, SUNY at Stony Brook
Hainah Ding: Research Fellow, Humboldt University Berlin
François Geerolf: Assistant professor, U.C.L.A.
Xingyi Liu: Research Fellow, Würzburg University
Eric Mengus: Assistant Professor, HEC Paris
Simone Meraglia: Lecturer, University of Exeter (UK)
Peter Schwardmann: Research Fellow, Ludwig Maximilian University Munich
Yaping Wu: Assistant Professor, Southwestern University (SUFET Chengdu)
Rui Zhang: Assistant professor, UIBE Beijing

2013

Chiara Canta: Assistant Professor – Norwegian School of Economics (Bergen)
Julio Carillo: Economist – Central Bank of Mexico
Jieying Hong: Assistant Professor – ESSEC (Paris and Singapore)
Baptiste: Assistant Professor – Goethe University
Antonio Russo: Research Fellow – ETH Zürich
Nina Yin: Assistant Professor – UIBE (Beijing)

2012

Malin Arve: Junior Researcher – Universität Mannheim
juan Felipe Bernal: Assistant Professor – Pontificia Javeriana – Bogota
Carlos Canon: Economist – Central Bank of Mexico
Alex Carbonnel: Economist – Office of Fare Trading (London)
Jiangli Dou: Assistant Professor – Zhejiang University
Fabiana Gomez: Teaching Associate – University of Bristol
Kyriacos Lambriass: Economist – the Central Bank of Luxemburg
Thibault Larger: Economist – OFCOM (London)
David Pacini: Assistant Professor – University of Bristol
Antonio Russo: Post-doctoral Fellow – E.U.I. (Firenze)
Xundong Yin: Assistant Professor – CUFE (Beijing)

2011

Dominik Grafenhofer: Research Fellow – Max Planck Institute Coll.Goods (Bonn)
Wei Hu: Post Doctoral fellow – ETH (Zurich)
Sergei Kovbasyuk: Assistant professor – EIEF (Rome)
Marie-Louise Leroux: Assistant professor – UQAM (Montreal)
Sanxi Li: Assistant professor – Renmin University (Beijing)
Konrad Raff: Assistant professor – V.U. Amsterdam
Senay Sokullu: Assistant professor – Bristol University
James Tremewan: Assistant professor – Vienna University
Tong Wang: Post-doc E.U.I. – (Firenze)
Alex C. White: Assistant professor – Tsinghua University (Beijing)
Jianye Yan: Assistant professor – UIBE (Beijing)
Bing Ye: Assistant professor – Zhejiang University (Hangzhou)

2010

Emre Aytimur: Post-Doctoral Research Fellow – University of Göttigen
Klenio Barbosa: Assistant Professor – Fundacao Getulio Vargas in Sao Paulo
Nicoletta Berardi: Economist – Bank of France
Pierre Boyer: Post-Doctoral Research Fellow – University of Mannheim
Chiara Canta: Post-Doctoral Research Fellow – CORE (UCL)
Elodie Djemaï: Post-Doctoral Research Fellow – University of Michigan
Johannes Gierlinger: Assistant Professor – Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona
Olga Gorelka: Post-Doctoral Research Fellow – Max Planck Institute in Bonn
Elie Gray: Assistant Professor – Toulouse Business School
Christian Kiedaisch: Researcher –ETH Zurich Kiedaisch
Dae-Jung Kim: Researcher – POSCO Research Institute
Philipp Krüger: Researcher – Geneva Finance Research Institute Corporate Governance
Oliwia Kurtyka: Assistant Professor – University of Lancaster Environmental Economics
Sarolta Laczo: Post-Doctoral Fellow – UCLA
German Lambardi: Assistant Professor – Universidad Icesi in Cali
Thibault Larger: Consultant – RBB Economics in Brussels
Rafael Levy: Assistant Professor – University of Mannheim
Baptiste Massenot: Post-Doctoral Research Fellow – HEC Lausanne
Paola Palacios: Assistant Professor – Universidad Icesi in Cali
Amedeo Piolatto: Assistant Professor – Universidad de Barcelona
Racha Ramadan: Assistant Professor – University of Cairo
Stéphane Zuber: Researcher – CNRS (Paris)

2009

Özlem Bedre: Assistant Professor – European School of Management and Technology, Berlin
Ruxanda Berlinschi: Postdoctoral Research Fellow – KU Leuven (KUL)
Matthieu Bouvard: Assistant Professor – Mc Gill (Business School)
Emilio Calvano: Research Fellow – Universita Bocconi
Mikhail Drugov: Assistant Professor – Carlos III Madrid
Dmytro Kylymnyuk: Postdoctoral Fellow – Crest Paris (one year) and Assistant Professor (University of Geneva)
Ting Li: Assistant Professor – Fudan University Shangai